Can you write the person words after you have read about 'What' the people do? Also put in the 'Who' word

Use: '-er' for a verb or '-ist' for a noun

e.g. 1. Tom **cleans** offices. **He** is a **cleaner**

2. Sally **drives** buses.  .......... is a  ........................................

3. Jane plays the **organ** in church. ........ is an  .....................

4. Pete **builds** houses. ......... is a .......................

5. Ross works on a **machine**. ............ is a  ............................

6. Sam plays the **guitar**. .......... is a  ......................................

7. Bob **rides** horses. ....... is a  ........................................

8. Shereen **reports** news. ........ is a  .................................

Find out what other sorts of jobs and sports people do and make a list of as many person words as you can.